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Nonequilibrium intera tion ee ts of two HubbardAnderson impurities have been experimentally studied by
means of STM/STS methods and theoreti ally analyzed using a self- onsistent approa h based on the Keldysh
formalism.
PACS: 72.15.-v

Impurity states at surfa es and interfa es of semiondu tors an strongly modify the lo al ele troni
stru ture. As the system size de reases, the orre t understanding of lo alized state properties be omes more
and more important. The intera tion between impurities must also be taken into a ount as the impurity on entration in reases. If the distan e between
impurities is of the order of the lo alization radius,
su iently strong orrelation ee ts arise that modify
the tunneling ondu tivity. The ele troni stru ture of
su h omplexes an be tuned by an external ele tri
eld. These ee ts are believed to determine ele troni
properties of semi ondu tor nanostru tures in the future. However, lo al ee ts aused by the intera tion
of two impurity states near the surfa e are not well examined at present. A powerful tool for studying the loal ele troni stru ture is the s anning tunneling spe tros opy (STS) ombined with the s anning tunneling
mi ros opy (STM) imaging. In the present work, the
ele troni stru ture of lo alized impurity states formed
by a pair of impurity Si atoms separated by 3 nm at
the (110) GaAs surfa e are studied by the STM/STS
methods.
The samples under investigation are GaAs single
rystals doped with ompensating impurities Si and Zn
with the respe tive on entrations 5  1018 m 3 and
2  1019 m 3 . All measurements were arried out at
* E-mail: ars.pli.a .ru
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4.2 K with a home-built low-temperature STM with an
leavage me hanism [1℄. After the rystal was
leaved along the (110) plane, two Si atoms with the
spatial separation about 3 nm were hosen as the obje t
of investigation. The separation distan e is omparable to the visible lo alization radius of the Si impurity
states, whi h is about 11.5 nm (Fig. 1a). A high doping level a ounts for a nonuniform Coulomb potential
in the sample. This is one of the reasons why the initial
ele troni states of the observed atoms are not equivalent. The s anned area was 10 nm  10 nm and within
this area, the tunneling ondu tivity (dI=dV )=(I=V )
was measured with the spatial step 0.25 nm.
In the experimentally observed spatial distribution
of the lo al tunneling ondu tivity, one an distinguish
a two-fold swit hing on and o for ea h of the atomi
a and b states upon hanging the tunneling bias
within the semi ondu tor band gap (visible as the dark
stripe in Fig. 1). After swit hing on, the ex ess tunneling ondu tivity o urs in the vi inity of ea h of these
atoms in a bias range about 0.65 eV, whi h is mu h
greater than the level width of the lo alized state. At
the same time, the transition from the dark state to
the light one o urs within the bias hange range
 0:15 eV, whi h is omparable to the energy level
width of the lo alized state.
The map view of the tunneling ondu tivity allows
analyzing the evolution of the lo al density of states
(LDOS) near ea h impurity atom. At zero applied bias,

in situ
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STM images (right panel) and the map view of the normalized tunneling ondu tivity measured along the dire tion
depi ted on the STM topography images (left panel). a  an isolated Si impurity, s an area 5.8 nm, bias range from
+2:5 V to 2 V, b  two intera ting Si impurities, s an area 10 nm, bias range from +2:5 V to 2 V

Fig. 1.

x

atom a forms a bright area of the enhan ed tunneling
ondu tivity and remains swit hed on in bias range
from 0:2 V to +0:4 V. Atom b is invisible at V  0.
In the bias range from +0:4 V to +0:7 V, the tunneling ondu tivity de reases in the vi inity of atom a
(dark area). The next swit hing on of this atom o urs

at +0:7 V and a bright spot of the enhan ed tunneling
ondu tivity is observed up to +1:3 V.
The enhan ed tunneling ondu tivity near atom
b is also observed in two separated bias ranges: from
+0:1 V to +0:5 V and at the same polarity from +0:6 V
to +1:2 V. In Fig. 2, two experimentally obtained
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The normalized ondu tan e (dI=dV )=(I=V )
measured within the semi ondu tor band gap in the
vi inity of impurity atoms: a  the STM tip is pla ed
over the a atom on Fig. 1b; b  the STM tip is
pla ed over the b atom in Fig. 1b

Fig. 2.

(dI=dV )=(I=V ) urves are shown for two dierent positions of the STM tip: above atom a and above
atom b.

Be ause su h ee ts have not been observed for an
isolated impurity, a natural question is to what extent
the intera tion between the two impurities modies the
kineti pro esses. To answer this question, we suggest a
self- onsistent theoreti al analysis of the lo al tunneling
ondu tivity behavior in the vi inity of two intera ting
Anderson impurities on a semi ondu tor surfa e [2℄. In
the Anderson model [3℄, an individual impurity state
is hara terized by the following parameters: the bare
impurity ele tron level "0 , the on-site Coulomb repulsion of lo alized ele trons U , and the level broadening
aused by the hybridization with ontinuum states. It
is known that nontrivial ee ts o ur in the Anderson
model if the on-site Coulomb repulsion is su iently
strong. Be ause the experimentally observed lo alization radius of Si impurity states at the GaAs surfa e is
of the order of 1 nm, the estimated value of the Hub-

bard energy is about 0.51 eV. It must be mentioned
that although the Si atoms in the bulk GaAs are known
to form a shallow impurity state with binding energies
about 6 meV at low doping levels, the situation is different near the surfa e in the presen e of the STM tip.
It was experimentally observed by many authors (see,
e.g. [46℄) that the band bending indu ed by the surfa e and by the STM tip an onsiderably hange the
position of the Si impurity level relative to the ondu tion band edge. Numerous STM images (see referen es
above) show that the lo alization radius of the Si atom
state is about 11.5 nm. In highly doped rystals, in
addition the ele troni state of any parti ular atom an
be strongly modied by the presen e of neighboring
dopant atoms.
The ele tron transport through a single Anderson impurity in the Coulomb blo kade and the Kondo
regime has been studied experimentally and is still under theoreti al investigation [713℄. However, most of
the authors on entrated on the weak tunneling oupling, when the tunnel jun tion is used only as a probe
without ae ting the impurity states [9℄. Therefore, the
tunneling ondu tivity through the Anderson impurity
is usually supposed to be determined by the equilibrium
impurity density of states. In the Coulomb blo kade
regime of tunneling through an impurity or a quantum dot, the inuen e of the tunneling urrent on the
impurity (dot) spe trum is negle ted [11℄. The impurity harge therefore takes dis rete values; n and n 
an be equal only to 0 or 1. The width of the tunneling ondu tivity peak in the Coulomb blo kade regime
is determined by the sum of relaxation rates and annot a hieve (without destroying this regime) the experimentally observed anomalously large values  0:65 eV
even at room temperatures. As the tunneling oupling
in reases, the impurity harge is no longer a dis rete
value and one must onsider impurity ele tron lling
numbers (whi h now be ome ontinuous variables) determined from the kineti equations.
We note that the oupling to the leads in the Kondo
regime modies the impurity spe trum, but harge u tuations are suppressed be ause the initial impurity
level lies deep below the Fermi level [14℄. In the equilibrium ase, the ele tron lling numbers n and n 
satisfy the relation

n + n  = 1:
Spin u tuations dominate in this ase be ause the impurity state is always single o upied. This requires the
following relations between the parameters of the Anderson model: "0  and "0 + U  . The Kondo
resonan e then ontributes to the zero-bias anomaly of
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the tunneling ondu tivity. But the ontribution of the
Kondo ee t to the tunneling ondu tivity dependen e
on the applied voltage be omes almost negligible when
the applied bias ex eeds a typi al energy value determined by the Kondo temperature (small ompared to
"0 and ) (see [15, 16℄). When the applied bias inreases (de reases) to the impurity energy level, the
Kondo resonan e is destroyed.
In the present work, we are interested in the tunneling ondu tivity behavior in a wide bias range from
+2:5 V to 2 V (while the typi al value of the Kondo
temperature is less than 1 meV). The adopted parameters of the model orrespond to the mixed-valen e
regime, "  or " + U  (although U  ). This
hoi e of the set of parameters is more adequate for our
analysis of the anomalies in the tunneling ondu tivity
behavior observed experimentally in a wide bias range
V omparable to U and V  "0 . Under all these onditions, the Kondo ee t does not reveal itself in the
tunneling hara teristi s, although spin asymmetry of
the ele tron lling numbers o urs in parti ular bias
ranges.
As the applied bias is in reased, nonequilibrium
pro esses start playing a signi ant role, espe ially at
low temperatures. Nonequilibrium ee ts in the tunneling ondu tivity spe tra of metalli nanoparti les
have been onsidered by Agam and o-authors [17℄. In
this work, hanges of the energy of an ex ited single
ele tron state are aused at large applied bias by dierent nonequilibrium o upan y ongurations of other
single ele tron states. It was assumed that the ele tron
spe trum of a nanoparti le onsists of many levels and
the level spa ing is smaller than the applied bias. But
the lling numbers of ea h level are equal to either 0 or
1. Dierent random ongurations of the ele tron o upation result in u tuations of the Coulomb intera tion energy. However, ontinuous hanges in nonequilibrium ele tron lling numbers aused by kineti proesses were not taken into a ount.
In the present work, the nonequilibrium harge distribution due to tunneling pro esses and the ee t of
the tunneling bias voltage on the impurity state energy
values are taken into a ount. Nonequilibrium ele tron
lling numbers on the HubbardAnderson impurities
are al ulated from a self- onsistent system of kineti
equations based on the Keldysh diagram te hnique [18℄.
At the nal stage of al ulations, the Coulomb intera tion of lo alized ele trons is treated self- onsistently
in the mean-eld approximation. It is shown that with
in reasing the tunneling bias, two states with dierent energies for opposite-spin ele trons an appear at
ea h impurity: the transition from the paramagneti 
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regime to the magneti  one an o ur. The inverse
transition from the magneti  to the paramagneti 
state an also o ur with further in reasing the tunneling bias. We have also determined the onditions under
whi h the transition to the magneti state is enhan ed
by the intera tion between the two Anderson impurities. We found that the impurity intera tion results
in a redistribution of lo alized non-equilibrium harges
and an lead to pinning of the impurity levels near the
Fermi level of ea h ele trode and to the mutual attra tion of the energy levels of dierent impurities in
parti ular ranges of the applied bias.
We onsider a theoreti al model with two intera ting Anderson impurities. The STM tip is supposed to
be positioned above one of the impurity atoms (atom
a). The Hamiltonian of the model is given by

H^ = H^ 0 + H^ tun + H^ int + H^ imp ;

(1)

where

H^ 0 =

X

k;

("k

) +k; k; +
+

X

p;

("p

 eV ) +p; p; (2)

des ribes nonintera ting ele trons in the two ele trodes,

(k; ) for the tip and (p; ) for the example.
^ imp orresponds to the impurity states
The part H
and takes the Hubbard repulsion into a ount,

H^ imp = "a

U X a a
n n +
a+ a + a
2   

X
U X b b
+ "b b+ b + b
n n : (3)
2   


X

Here, na = a+
 a , a destroys an impurity a ele tron
with the spin  , nb = b+
 b , b destroys an impurity
b ele tron with the spin  , and "a and "b are the
energy levels of impurities a and b (they depend
on the bias V in general).
^ int des ribes the intera tion between the
The part H
impurity states,

H^ int = T

X



(a+ b + h. .);

(4)

^ tun is responsible for tunneling transitions from
and H
the impurity states to ea h ele trode (tip or substrate),

H^ tun = Tp;a
+Tp;b
228

X

p;

X

p;

( +p; a +h. .)+

( p; b +h. .)+Tk;a
+

X

k;

( +k; a +h. .): (5)
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Nonequilibrium ee ts in the tunneling urrent and
ondu tivity are naturally des ribed by the Keldysh diagram te hnique ([19℄, see also the re ent paper [16℄).
The tunneling urrent is determined as [19℄

I (V ) =

XZ

k;

d! Tka(G<
ak

G<
ka ):

(6)

The fun tions G<
ak an be obtained from the kineti
equations, whi h in the Keldysh formalism are of the
general form

(Gb0 1

bG
b )< ( G
b )
b <;
G 0 )Gb< = (
1

n0p (!) for the ontinuum states of the banks unper-

turbed by the tunneling pro esses, whi h yields

G<k;k (!) = 2in0k(!) Im GRk;k ;
G<p;p (!) = 2in0p(!) Im GRp;p :

Equation (8) shows that the problem is redu ed
to nding the exa t nonequilibrium lling number na .
<
This problem an be solved using Eqs. (7) for G<
aa ; Gbb ,
and G<
ab in the stationary ase,

0=

(7)

b usually in ludes all the intera tions; in our
where 
b is determined only by the tunneling
ase, however, 
oupling to the leads and by the intera tion between
b simply
the impurities. Therefore, the elements of 
redu e to the orresponding nonzero parameters T ;
( ; = a; b; k; p). It is reasonable to use the approximation in whi h the strongest intera tion of the onsidered model  the on-site Coulomb repulsion U 
is in luded in G0 . At this stage, it is not ne essary to
onsider the details of any parti ular approximation for
treating U .
With the help of the kineti equations, tunneling
urrent (6) an be transformed to the form

I (V ) = 4



Z

k




Im GR
a;a (! )(na (! )

jTkaj k (!);
a (! ) = jTpa j p (! );
2

2

where

k (!) =

0=

0=

 <
G = T (G<ab G<ba ) +
t bb
b n0 ); (12)
+ 2 b Im GR
bb (n
p
 <
G = Rab1 G<ab + T (G<bb G<aa ) +
t ab
R 0
A 0
+ 2( a GA
b Gab )np + 2 k Gab nk ; (13)
ab
 <
G = Rab1 G<ba + T (G<aa G<bb ) +
t ba
R 0
R 0
+ 2( b GA
a Gba )np 2 k Gba nk ; (14)
ba
Rab1 = GR0a

n0k (! eV )) d!; (8)

b (! ) = jTpb j p (! );
2

= a+ a+

k;

1X
Im GR (k; ! )
 k
1X
Im GR (p; ! )
 p

is the substrate density of states.
In Eq. (8) and in what follows, we use the standard approximation with the lling numbers n0k (! ) and

1

GA0b

1

i :

(15)

For na (! ) and nb (! ), we then have
R



k Im Gaa (! )(na (! )

n0k(!)) =
0
R

=
a Im Gaa (! )(na (! ) np (! ))+


0
+ b Im GR
bb (! )(nb (! ) np (! )) ;

R

(16)
 Im GR
aa (! )na (! ) Im Gbb (! )nb (! ) =
R

0
= b Im Gbb (!)(nb (!) np (!)) +
 GA )
 R
+ n0p (!)T ( a Im(Rab
b Im(Rab Gab )) +
ab
 GA );
+ n0k (!)T k Im(Rab
ab


(9)

is the density of states in the metalli tip and

p (!) =

0=

 <
a
0
G = T (G<ba G<ab )+2 a Im GR
aa (n np )+
t aa
a n0 ); (11)
+ 2 k Im GR
aa (n
k

where we use the notation

where n0k (! ) is the equilibrium lling number for the
metalli tip, GR
a;a (!; V ) is the exa t retarded Green's
fun tion of the impurity a state, na (! ) is the exa t
impurity lling number, and the tunneling rate k is
one of the set of kineti oe ients determined by
k (! ) =

(10)

where


 = T 2 Im Rab

and where n0p (! ) and n0k (! eV ) are the respe tive
equilibrium lling numbers of the substrate and the
metalli tip states.
It must be noted that no parti ular approximation
for treating the Coulomb intera tion has been used until now. If we use the mean-eld approximation, whi h
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In the mean-eld approximation, the impurity energies depend on the applied bias V both dire tly through
the external eld in the onta t area (whi h hanges
the bare impurity level) and indire tly through the
Coulomb intera tion of the nonequilibrium ele tron
density,

"~a
"~b

 i;

= "a + V + Ua hna
= "b + V + Ub hnb  i:

na =
nb

=

Z

Z

d! na (!) Im GRaa (!);
d! nb (!) Im GRbb (!);

where
ab

(19)

where na (! ) and nb (! ) are determined by stationary
equations (16). Equations (19) an be rewritten as

na = np (a) +


k ( b +  )(nk (a) np (a)) + b ab
; (20)
+
( k + a )( b +  ) + b 



=T

k




Im(Rab GR
ab (! ))(nk (! )

Z

np(k)(a) =

Z

np (!)) d!; (22)

d! n0p(k)(!) Im GRaa (!)

(23)

(with the Fermi level for nk shifted by eV from the
Fermi level for np ). For the equilibrium ase, V = 0
and na = np (a) = nk (a).
Solving Eqs. (16) for na (! ), we an rewrite the tunneling urrent in Eq. (8) in the nal form

I (V ) =



(18)

The oe ients and ( ; < 1) approximately des ribe the potential drop between the semi ondu tor
substrate and the impurity. (If one deals with the
Coulomb blo kade regime, the ele tron lling numbers
hn i are set equal to 0 or 1, be ause the hybridization
with the lead states is negle ted.)
For simpli ity, the indire t intera tion between the
impurities through the semi ondu tor band states is
not in luded in the presented results. This intera tion
an be easily taken into a ount but it does not lead to
any new qualitative hanges of the tunneling ondu tivity behavior.
Now the main point is that the nonequilibrium ele tron lling numbers for impurity atoms a and b
must satisfy the self- onsisten y ondition

121, âûï. 1, 2002

nb = np (b) +


k  (nk (a) np (a)) ( a + k ) ab
; (21)
+
( k + a )( b +  ) + b 

is suitable for the mixed-valen e regime, for de oupling
the on-site Coulomb intera tion, we obtain

1
 =
;
Rab
(~"a "~b ) i( k + a + b )
GR
aa (! ) =
! "~b + i b
=
;

(! "~b + i b )(! "~a + i( a + k )) T 2
GR
(17)
bb (! ) =

! "~a + i( a + k )
;
=

(! "~b + i b )(! "~a + i( a + k )) T 2
GR
ab (! ) =
T
=
:

(! "~b + i b )(! "~a + i( a + k )) T 2

òîì

( a+

Z 

+T

k ( b +  )



k )( b +  ) + b 

b 

a+
b k



b + 

b + 


Im GR
a;a (!; V )+


Im(Rab GA
ab (!; V ))






 np (!) nk(! eV ) d!;
0

0

(24)

where the self- onsistent values for na and nb are inR
serted in GR
aa , Gab , and Rab for ea h value of the bias V .
As expe ted, the tunneling urrent depends only on the
dieren e of the ele tron distribution fun tions of the
ele trodes. The rst term of the above expression for
the tunneling urrent des ribes the renormalization of
the relaxation rate by the intera tion with the neighboring impurity atom b,
a

!

a+

b 

b + 

:

(25)

If the intera tion is absent, T = 0, then  = 0 and
the usual form of the tunneling urrent through the
impurity lo alized state is restored. The se ond term
is responsible for the harge redistribution between the
intera ting impurity atoms. As a onsequen e of this
harge redistribution, we obtain that the tunneling ondu tivity (see (24)) is no longer simply proportional
to the impurity density of states. These ompli ations
make the investigation of the tunneling urrent through
a multi- hannel system with the intera tion between
dierent hannels mu h more di ult (see, e.g., [20℄).
In what follows, the intera tion between the impurities is hosen (in a ordan e with the experimental situation) not greater than the tunneling rates.
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This implies that the equilibrium level splitting (see
Eqs. (17)) is not resolved via level broadening. In kineti pro esses, however, the intera tion onsiderably
modies the harge distribution. The opposite situation, with the zero-bias ondu tivity determined by
the exa t equilibrium spe trum of the two-site omplex, was re ently analyzed in [13℄.
We emphasize that Eq. (6) is exa t and is valid in
any ase, irrespe tive of the approximations used in
al ulating Im GR
a and na . Equations (19)(24) an be
applied to any regime, in luding the Coulomb blo kade
regime, with the proper hoi e of the retarded Green's
fun tion and the Rab fun tion. However, as noted in
the introdu tion, in the present paper we are mainly interested in the mixed valen e regime "  or " + U 
and U  , and we therefore use mean-eld equations (17) for numeri al al ulations of the tunneling
ondu tivity.
The tunneling ondu tivity enhan ement an usually be observed at the tunneling bias voltage su h that

Energy, eV

"a

0

0:8
dI=dV
I=V

0

1

2

3

Bias voltage, V

b

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

1

0

1

2

3

Bias voltage, V

A well pronoun ed two-fold stru ture of the tunneling ondu tivity with an in reased peak width, very
similar to the one observed in STS experiments. a 
The dependen e of the a and b atom energies
on the applied bias V ; the parameter values are (in eV)
"0a = 0:25, "0b = 0:5, Ua = 1:6, Ub = 0:5, a = 0:2,
0
0
b = 0:2, k = 0:05, "a = "a 0:3 V, "b = "b 0:1 V;

T = 0:2; solid lines orrespond to "a and "a  , dotted
line shows the mean value of "b = (1=2)("b + "b  ) beause atom b is lose to the paramagneti state for
this set of parameters. b  The normalized tunneling
ondu tivity vs. the applied bias voltage

Fig. 3.

But it is very important to note that any in rease of
the LDOS in the energy interval

eV < " < EF

with hanging of the applied bias V leads to an enhan ement of the tunneling ondu tivity at eV . This
in rease of the LDOS for an intera ting system is not
ne essarily related to rossing a single ele tron level "
by the shifted Fermi level EF eV .
The analysis of the proposed model allows des ribing dierent possible regimes of the tunneling ondu tivity behavior in the vi inity of impurity atoms in a
wide range of tunneling bias hanges. In numeri al alulations, we adopt  0:3 and  0:1 in Eq. (18).
1) If k  a ; b , one of the impurity atoms (atom
a) an be in the magneti  state in a ertain tunneling bias range. The transition from the paramagneti  regime to the magneti  one and vi e versa an
o ur with hanging of the applied voltage (Fig. 3a).
This behavior leads to swit hing the a atom on
and o twi e on spatially resolved lo al tunneling
ondu tivity spe tra (Fig. 3b), whi h are very similar
to the STS experimental data shown in Fig. 2.
In addition, the energy levels are pinned in the
vi inity of the Fermi level of one of the ele trodes (tip
or sample) while the bias voltage hanges within an
order U range.

1

1.2

j"a  (V ) EFs j < :
EF

"b

0:4

j"a  (V ) EFt j <
or

a

0.4

In the nonequilibrium ase, where the tunneling
bias is not zero, the intera tion between atoms a and
b an enhan e the magneti  state and in rease the
dieren e between the energy values " and "  of the
opposite-spin ele trons lo alized on atom a.
A detailed analysis of the tunneling bias range for
whi h

j"a  (V; na ) EFs j <

leads to the following on lusions.
If there is no intera tion between the atoms (the
bias range is su h that j"a  (V; na ) EFs j < ), the
o upan y of the state "a  (V; na ) grows and na  (V )
and "a (V ) in rease; onsequently, na (V ) and "a  (V )
de rease. The levels "a  (V; na ) and "a (V; na  ) be ome
loser and a sharp transition from the magneti  to
the paramagneti  state o urs (Fig. 4b).
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0

1
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Bias voltage, V

The dependen e of the a and b atom energies on the applied bias V . The parameter values are
(in eV) "0a = 0:25, "0b = 0:1, Ua = 1:8, Ub = 0:5,
0
a = 0:15, b = 0:2, k = 0:05, "a = "a 0:3 V,
0
"b = "b 0:1 V; T = 0:2 (a), 0 (b). Solid lines orrespond to "a and "a  . The dotted line shows the mean
value of "b = (1=2)("b + "b  ) be ause atom b is
lose to the paramagneti state for this set of parameters

0

1

In the presen e of intera tion, the "a  (V; na ) state

lling is suppressed be ause of a harge redistribution
between the two intera ting atoms a and b. Correspondingly, the in rease of "a (V; na  ) and the derease of "a  (V; na ) also are not so fast as in the nonintera ting ase. Therefore, when atom a is in the
magneti  state, the range of the applied bias be omes
wider be ause of the inter-atomi intera tion ( ompare
Figs. 4a and 4b). We stress that this enhan ement of
the magneti  regime is possible only in the nonequilibrium ase, i.e., for a nonzero tunneling bias and the


energy levels "
a(b) (V; na(b) ) lose to the Fermi level of
one of the ele trodes.
In the equilibrium ase, the intera tion with paramagneti atom b results in the suppression of the
magneti  state on atom a ( ompare Figs. 4a and
4b).
Figure 5a, b depi ts the dependen e of the tunneling ondu tivity on the applied bias in the vi inity of

0

1

2

3

Bias voltage, V

Fig. 4.

The dependen e of the normalized tunneling
ondu tivity on the applied bias voltage for the same
sets of parameters as in Fig. 4a and b

Fig. 5.

the a atom. Two broad peaks in the tunneling ondu tivity spe tra orrespond to swit hing on the a
atom at

"a (V; na  ) = EFt

and

"a  (V; na ) = EFs :
a ; b (i.e., for a su iently strong

2) For k 
oupling to the STM tip), the magneti  state on the
a atom an appear twi e for the opposite polarity. In


Fig. 6a, the dependen e of "
a(b) (V; na(b) ) on the applied
bias is shown. In the applied bias range

j"a (V; na  ) EFs j < ;
atom a is in the magneti  state. But as the tunneling bias in reases, the lling numbers rapidly de rease
and the magneti  regime is suppressed, and atom
a an be found in the paramagneti  state. However, for the opposite polarity of the applied bias, atom
a an again be found in the magneti  state when
j"a (V; na  )j is lose to the Fermi level of the tip,

j"a (V; na  ) EFt j < :
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Fig. 6.
Double swit hing ono of the magneti
regime of atom a for a strong oupling to the STM
tip. a  The dependen e of the a and b atom
energies on the applied bias V ; the parameters values
are (in eV) "0a = 0:7, "0b = 0:5, Ua = 2:0, Ub = 0:5,
0
a = 0:05, b = 0:05, k = 0:35, "a = "a 0:3 V,
0
"b = "b 0:1 V; T = 0:2; solid lines orrespond to "a
and "a  ; dotted line shows the mean value of "b . b 
The normalized tunneling ondu tivity vs. the applied
bias voltage

The intera tion between the a and b atoms an enhan e this transition. Tunneling ondu tivity vs. bias
voltage is shown in Fig. 6b.
3) Finally, when the oupling to the STM tip is
omparable to the oupling of the impurity atom to
the substrate, i.e., k  a ; b , in reasing the tunneling bias usually leads to the suppression of the magneti  state (Fig. 7a) be ause lling numbers de rease
due to the tunneling pro esses. Figure 7b depi ts the
suppression of the se ond maximum of the tunneling
ondu tivity in this ase.
Thus, a signi ant role of the nonequilibrium
ele tron distribution in tunneling pro esses through
oupled Anderson impurities is demonstrated. Tunneling ondu tivity resonan es are sensitive to hanges
of the ele tron lling numbers, whi h are not dis rete
at a nonzero applied bias. We have shown that an

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Bias voltage, V

Fig. 7.
Suppression of the two-fold stru ture of the
tunneling ondu tivity with the in rease of k . a 
The dependen e of the a and b atom energies
on the applied bias V ; the parameters values are the
same as in Fig. 3 ex ept k = 0:1. b  The normalized
tunneling ondu tivity vs. the applied bias voltage

impurity atom an be found in the magneti state for
the applied bias within a ertain range. Transitions
from the paramagneti regime to the magneti one and
vi e versa an o ur with hanging the bias voltage. In
the presen e of su h transitions, impurity levels an be
pinned near the Fermi levels of ea h ele trode, thereby
leading to the two-fold stru ture of spatially resolved
tunneling ondu tivity spe tra with enormously broad
peaks in the vi inity of ea h impurity. The theoreti al
approa h proposed here allows us to explain the
experimentally obtained STS results and predi ts
some new interesting possible swit hing regimes.
An interesting theoreti al predi tion is that the intera tion between impurities with dierent values of
the Coulomb repulsion an unexpe tedly enhan e the
magneti regime of a single atom in the nonequilibrium
ase at a large applied bias. At the same time, the
intera tion with a more paramagneti  neighbor
always leads to the suppression of the magneti state
in the equilibrium.
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